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Watch Secret Sharer Online. secret sharer full movie with English subtitle. Stars: Jack Laskey, Zhu Zhu, Ching Ting
Hsia, Leon Dai, Si Qin Chao Ke Tu, Sittinont Ananvorakhun, Zhongyou Guo, KM Lo.

With the exception of the Second Mate, the Captain is the youngest onboard and he feels insecure in his new
position. The Chief Mate responds that the ship must be another English ship waiting for the correct tide. The
young Second Mate informs them that the skipper of a tugboat informed him earlier that the ship is the
Sephora, out of Liverpool, with plans to leave for Cardiff in two days with a cargo of coal. The other officers
are amazed at his unprecedented behavior. Soon he goes downstairs to get a cigar and afterwards emerges
barefoot on the deck thinking about how glad he is in his choice of career. He feels concerned about what the
men will think. At this point the Captain notices a rope ladder that the crew failed to bring in after the skipper
of the tugboat left, and he automatically begins to pull the ladder in. However, he is amazed to find that he
cannot get it to move and suddenly feels a tug. When he puts his head over the rail he sees what at first
appears to be a headless corpse floating on the black water but it turns out to be a naked man holding onto the
rope ladder. The Captain realizes how very much Leggatt and he look alike: At this point, an impending gale
hit the boat and consequently the man died. Leggatt was blamed for his death by the captain of the Sephora
and locked into his cabin until the ship returned to Britain where he would stand trial for murder. The Captain
says he understands how the incident could have happened and that he could picture it precisely. After hiding
Leggatt in his stateroom, the Captain wakens the Second Mate to continue the watch and returns to his cabin:
Three weeks earlier, he had asked the captain of the Sephora, whom he calls the Skipper, to leave the door to
his cabin unlocked so he could escape and avoid prosecution in England. The captain, who was indebted to
Leggatt for saving the ship, refused his request. Exhausted after swimming over a mile, he reached the ship
where he saw the hanging rope ladder. While Leggatt and the Captain converse, they can hear the Second
Mate walking above. By now it is 3: In the morning, he wakes to a knock of the steward bringing him coffee.
He is extremely nervous that the steward will discover Leggatt and bolts the door after him when he goes on
deck. He acts with great dignity in front of the crew, but feels nervous throughout breakfast in the saloon with
his officers. It was much like being mad, only it was worse because one was aware of it. Then he has Leggatt
return to the stateroom while the steward cleans the bathroom which he has entered from the saloon: He traces
the relationship between an immature young Captain on his first command and his dark double Leggatt, an
escaped prisoner who has killed a man in a fit of fury. And sure enough, when the forlorn Captain looks out at
the lonely stretch of dark water, the reader is prepared and not at all surprised at the arrival of Leggatt who is
pulled by the Captain out of the water by a rope, which in a manner mimics a birth. Water traditionally
symbolizes the unconscious mind, and thus, the insecure young man has metaphorically pulled Leggatt from
his own unconscious. The Captain has gained his position not through years of service and toil like the rest of
his crew but simply through his upper-class personal connections. Simply, the Captain is a gentleman. He is
painfully aware of this and believes he can feel resentment from his middle and lower class crew, all of whom
have had far more work experience. Ego or consciousness is delicate, Jung maintains, and has to be protected,
while the Shadow or the dark side is primitive, chaotic and powerful. When one is mentally healthy the Ego is
able to balance conscious and unconscious effectively but when the Ego becomes weak or severely stressed
then dangerous chaotic unconscious images can emerge. The example of the staid, respected Dr. Jekyll and the
out-of-control Mr. The dark, shadowy Mr. Hyde only emerges and becomes dangerous when the Ego, or in
this case Dr. Jekyll, is placed under a great deal of stress. When we first encounter the Captain, he is deeply
stressed at the idea that he might not live up not only to the expectations of his crew, all of whom have far
more experience than he does, but also to the expectations he has placed upon himself: At first, the Captain
helps Leggatt by providing a place for him to hide. Symbolically, what is at play here, however, is the idea
that Leggatt has been let loose but must be kept under wraps because Leggatt and the Captain are one and the
same. However, it is Leggatt, as we shall see, who helps the Captain live up to his own ideal of what a good
captain should be and to gain the respect of his crew.
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Stone faces a Texas cowboy lawyer and a hostile community as he tries to prosecute a young man accused of
murdering a drug dealer for raping the man's sister.

Plot summary[ edit ] "The Secret Sharer" takes place on a sailing ship in the Gulf of Siam now the Gulf of
Thailand , at the start of a voyage with cargo for Britain. The date is probably in the s, when Conrad was at sea
himself. He is unfamiliar with both his ship and his crew, having joined the ship only a fortnight earlier, and
unsure of his ability to exert his authority over the officers and crew who have been together for some time.
He makes the point several times that he is the "stranger" on board. After being towed downriver presumably
from Bangkok by a steam tug, the ship is left at anchor near a group of small barren islands a few miles off
shore, waiting for wind to begin its voyage. An incoming ship is anchored similarly a couple of miles away,
awaiting a tug to go upriver. That night, the captain, being restless, unusually takes the watch. Curiously, the
captain initially sees the body as a headless corpse, which seems to hint at something much more foreboding.
On second look, however, the body is full and the face speaks. The naked swimmer is hesitant to talk or come
on board, but seems pleased to discover he is speaking to the captain. Still on deck, Leggatt explains that he
was the First Mate of the other ship, but was placed under arrest after being accused of murdering a crew
member. The victim was a disobedient bully. During a storm which nearly sank their ship on their voyage
here, Leggatt was physically wrestling with the man to make him to pull a rope when a freak wave threw them
both against a bulwark and the man was killed. Leggatt, a "stranger" on the other ship just as the captain is on
his, would certainly face the gallows on landing. Though the captain could, and by all the rules should, arrest
Leggatt, he instead leads him to concealment in his cabin. Our captain, not a natural liar, manages to bluff
through, but is left terrified as to what his own officers make of his strained behaviour. Leggatt comes close to
discovery several times, almost like a stage farce. All the while, the captain is tormented by any small sign that
any of his crew suspect or even might have discovered the secret. The captain and Leggatt evolve a plan:
Leggatt, a good swimmer, will drop into the sea and swim ashore further down the Gulf of Siam while the ship
is sailed as close in to land as possible. Leggatt escapes unnoticed and the captain leads the ship away. This
section does not cite any sources. Please help improve this section by adding citations to reliable sources.
Unsourced material may be challenged and removed. June Learn how and when to remove this template
message The story has a theme seen in some other Conrad stories Lord Jim , Nostromo of the hero facing a
decision and drifting into the one which is "wrong" by normal social standards, a lapse from the rules he is
expected to follow. The decision by the captain to conceal Leggatt is the hinge point of this story. While the
reader is likely to believe that Leggatt does not deserve to be convicted of murder, there is no doubt that the
captain, as the representative of the law on his ship, is breaking all the rules in concealing Leggatt. Yet there is
no clear point at which the decision is made. Although our narrator is speaking his thoughts, fears and doubts,
he never says "I decided to conceal Leggatt". When they move from the deck to the cabin, it seems at first
only to get Leggatt dry and to hear his story more fully, but the situation somehow drifts into one of
concealment. This happens when they instinctively lower their voices on hearing the footsteps of the second
mate who has now taken over the watch on the deck overhead. At the end of the story, when Leggatt drops
into the sea from a stern porthole, we do not even know if he survives the long swim to the Indo-China shore,
to start a new life. He wrote the short story as a break from the much larger novel, which was emotionally
difficult for him. There are similarities between the two stories, with the Captain and Leggatt becoming
Razumov and Haldin, respectively. An episode from the sea". Conrad revised the title to make it more
ambiguous, making Leggatt secretly share with the captain, rather than merely sharing a secret. The story
contains elements of real events. In , the chief mate of the British clipper ship Cutty Sark killed another crew
member for insolence during a storm and was later arrested in London for his murder. Conrad also drew on his
own time as captain of the Otago, when his first mate did not trust him and got a particular scare when Conrad
maneuvered the ship dangerously close to rocks in the Gulf of Siam.
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Alice In Wonderland Full Audio Book Online - Storynory - Free Audio Stories for kids - Duration: Free Audio Books
Online , views.

4: "Law & Order" The Secret Sharers (TV Episode ) - Full Cast & Crew - IMDb
Watch Law & Order - Season 1, Episode 18 - The Secret Sharers: Stone faces a flashy Texas lawyer and a hostile
community as he tries to prosecute a young man accused of killing a drug.

5: Secret Sharers by Robert Silverberg
Stone faces a Texas cowboy lawyer and a hostile community as he tries to prosecute a young man accused of
murdering a drug dealer. He discovers two truths-that the drug dealer raped the defendant's sister, and that the
community views the murder as retribution.

6: The secret sharers | Findings | Yale Alumni Magazine
When Jose Urbano is shot to death, Detectives Greevey and Logan's investigation is blocked by uncooperative
witnesses. But eventually they track down Alicia.

7: Law & Order - Season 1, Episode 18 - Rotten Tomatoes
Collected Stories of Robert Silverberg: Volume 1 Secret Sharers [Robert Silverberg] on www.enganchecubano.com
*FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. Twenty-four stories are included in this ambitious collection of Silverberg's work,
each with an introduction by the author recollecting the time and place in which they were conceived.

8: Law & Order (season 1) - Wikipedia
Benjamin Stone faces a flashy Texas lawyer and a hostile community as he tries to prosecute a young man accused of
killing a drug dealer. A notorious criminal is shot and killed in front of an entire church congregation.

9: The Secret Sharers - Law & Order S01E18 | TVmaze
In three short responses, Peter Feaver, Allison Stanger, and Michael Walzer discuss the legitimacy of whistle-blowing in
the Trump administration, debating whether the cascade of leaks from the White House and other parts of the executive
serves to protect or undermine American democracy.
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